Sustainable conferences in a mountain village.
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Never enough
of something good.
Summer Seminars in Alpbach,
1945, in the French zone of occupation.

In Alpbach, relaxed meetings were always
an unwritten agenda item.

The Paula von Preradovic-Haus, built from 1952 to 1954.

The CCA, established in 1997,
with its trademark concave light cone of glass.

This might well be the message that the founders of
the European Forum Alpbach had in mind, a sentiment
which led to the creation of the area’s first congress
house in Alpbach. What followed was an unparalleled
success story and in turn precipitated the 1999 construction of an entirely new building to house meetings.
Then, in 2016, factors such as an increasing need for
meeting space meant that expansion was once again
needed although the building’s essential character was
retained. Today, the Congress Centrum Alpbach (CCA)
is situated in an area where once there was an Alpine
meadow. Let us show you why we believe in responsible
and above all
“sustainable conferences in a mountain village.”
The CCA was lavishly updated and expanded from 2015-16.

For meetings
in harmony with nature.
Green Meetings - This doesn’t necessarily mean that
meetings take place outdoors in green spaces.
The term instead refers to character of meetings organised
with the goals of sustainable development and environmental compatibility in mind.
Green Meetings promote regional partners, protect the
environment and give all involved a good feeling of doing
something positive and responsible.

Retaining the tried and true,
without living in a museum.
That’s the trick,
managed daily in Alpbach.
Alpbach is unique, as expressed by the landscape,
the architecture, and the permissive openness of its people.
The village has managed to retain its character and charm,
thanks in no small part to the bold decision-making of
former town mayor Alfons Moser, who insisted on relying
on wooden architecture.
High standards and reliability were decisive factors in
identifying our gastronomic and accommodation partners
as “premium partners.”
After all, it’s our goal to make each guest
feel welcome here.

Why do partners from
around the world enjoy
meeting here?
Perhaps this unique location, more than any other
venue, opens participants
up to more viewpoints?
Thinkers, politicians, scientists and business heavyweights
have come to appreciate the special energy and prevailing mood in Alpbach. For it is here, on a sunny plateau
at 1,000 m elevation and far from the urban hustle
and bustle, that ideas take flight and one begins to see
to others in a new light. This is a place to experience
authenticity and to enjoy hospitality and the changing of
seasons, each seemingly more beautiful than the last.

Just a few steps from the
nature of our Alpine meadow
The Congress Centrum Alpbach is an architectural gem.
The DIN A4 team from Innsbruck designed the building
to impart a bright and comfortable atmosphere.
Situated upon a ridge, each detail of this special property
was conceived with the idea of retaining Alpbach’s unique
charm. The design has also allowed the energy needs
of the building to be kept to a minimum in harmony with
the natural environment.
A spiral-shaped concave structure made of glass provides
natural daylight to all meeting rooms.

This is a place to put ideas
and thoughts at the centre.
What would Alpbach be without the European Forum
Alpbach. Numerous luminaries of the past century and
present have made Alpbach the “Village of thinkers”.
Every August since 1945, scientists and decision-makers
from the realms of politics, culture and economics have
joined together with students for cross-disciplinary
discussions that go beyond borders, nations and ideologies.
The European Forum Alpbach (www.alpbach.org) ensures a
framework to speak openly about knowledge bases,
the state of research and contemporary challenges.

Meeting and event
spaces with versatility and
the highest technical
standards
The expanded Congress Centrum Alpbach is the
ideal place for scientific congresses, meetings and
company events.
Up to the challenge, our technology is as versatile
and combinable as our meeting spaces. Moreover,
our variable 3D acoustics enable concert quality audio
experiences at the highest level and our list of
references reads like a who’s who of various different
branches. For more information, please visit:
www.congressalpbach.com

Strong partner
for strong brands.
The Congress Centrum Alpbach offers ideal conditions
for product presentations, roadshows, exhibitions and
incentives. Services provided by our professional team
include room bookings, transfers, catering and
branding, side events and participant registration
as well as maintenance of professional exhibitions.
Our motto: “Your partner for the entire village.”

Congress Centrum Alpbach
as event location
We guarantee exceptional break time and side events
that will make the content of your meeting even
more unforgettable.
With the aid of our partners, we meet and exceed
the demands of clients with both creativity and
excitement.

Alpbachtal Seenland.
Your venue for adventures
and variety of all kinds.
Regardless of whether you’re looking for a tranquil
nature experience or fun as a team, participants here
can expect a comprehensive recreational programme
that acts as an ideal complement or finishing touch
to a unique meeting. Hiking, mountain biking,
rafting, climbing and so much more are available
as is the freedom to simply relax.
Here there is truly something for everyone.

Winter fun
in Alpbachtal valley
In Alpbach it’s easy to transition from the congress
centre to the slopes.
Alpbach’s 109 km of slopes with guaranteed snow
ensure fun for skiers and snowboarders alike.
How about snowshoe hiking, an evening at a mountain restaurant with sledging into the valley, a ski tour,
or perhaps a hike by torchlight? Whatever you’re
interested in, fun and good times are guaranteed.

Meeting room floorplan
Level 1 West
surface area in m2			 length
width
				
Elisabeth Herz-Kremenak hall
393 m2
450
300
16,9 m 23,4 m
2
Paul Flora hall		
92 m
90
60
11,8 m
7,9 m
Klaus Peter Heiss hall
91 m2
90
60
11,8 m
7,7 m
2
Iginio Rogger hall
96 m
90
60
11,8 m
8m
Rooms connected to level 1 west 672 m2
850
500
28,8 m 23,8 m
Europa Foyer 		
531 m2 					

height
5,5-7 m
4m
4m
4m
4-7 m
3,2-4,1 m

Level 2

Schrödinger hall

Otto Molden Foyer
Sun deck

Level 1 East
surface area in m2			 length
width
				
Liechtenstein hall		
119 m2
115
60
11,8 m 10 m
2
August Friedrich von Hayek hall
97 m
100
50
9,7 m 10 m
Liechtenstein & von Hayek hall
216 m2
200
100
21,6 m 10 m
Arthur Koestler hall
58 m2
50
30
6,4 m
9m
Gottfried von Einem hall
73m2
70
34
8,1 m
9m
2
Koestler & von Einem hall		
131 m
120
60
14,4 m
9m
80
38
10,8 m
7,4-8,6 m
Sir Karl Popper hall		
82 m2
2					
Kunst Foyer		
345 m

height
3,1 m
3,1 m
3,1 m
3,1 m
3,1 m
3,1 m
3,1 m
3,1-7 m

von Hayek hall
Köstler hall
Liechtenstein Saal

von Einem hall
Kunst Foyer

Europa Foyer

Organizer office

Popper hall

Level 1 East

Herz-Kremenak hall

access to garage parking

Rogger hall
Heiss hall

Forecourt

Flora hall

Level 1 West

Level 2
surface area in m2			 length
width
				
Erwin Schrödinger hall		
416 m2
500
315
23,6 m 17,6 m
Otto Molden Foyer		
395 m2					
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height

Various partition walls
for versatile room management

5,5-7 m
4,1 m

Entrances
Access to 113 garage parking spots and delivery up to 4 m height

Herz-Kremenak hall

Flora hall

Heiss Saal / Rogger hall

Rooms connected to level 1 west

Liechtenstein hall

von Hayek hall

Liechtenstein & von Hayek hall

Koestler hall

von Einem hall

Koestler & von Einem hall

Popper hall

Kunst Foyer

Schrödinger hall

Otto Molden Foyer

Europa Foyer / Registration

Europa Foyer
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Airports:
Innsbruck INN - 57 km
Munich MUC - 160 km
Salzburg SZG - 150 km
Train stations:
Wörgl - 25 km
Jenbach - 20 km
Brixlegg - 9 km
Bus terminal to Alpbach
Motorway A12,
Motorway exit
Kramsach / Brixlegg, Alpbachtal
GPS coordinates:
L 11° 56‘ 51“ E
B 47° 23‘ 53“ N

Congress Centrum Alpbach
Alpbach Tourismus GmbH
A-6236 Alpbach/Tirol - Austria
Tel. +43/5336/600-100, Fax +43/5336/600-200
info@alpbach.at
congressalpbach.com
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